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Abstract—A judicious combination of dictionary learning
methods, block sparsity and source recovery algorithm are used
in a hierarchical manner to identify the noises and the speakers
from a noisy conversation between two people. Conversations
are simulated using speech from two speakers, each with a
different background noise, with varied SNR values, down to
-10 dB. Ten each of randomly chosen male and female speakers
from the TIMIT database and all the noise sources from the
NOISEX database are used for the simulations. For speaker
identification, the relative value of weights recovered is used to
select an appropriately small subset of the test data, assumed
to contain speech. This novel choice of using varied amounts of
test data results in an improvement in the speaker recognition
rate of around 15% at SNR of 0 dB. Speech and noise are
separated using dictionaries of the estimated speaker and noise,
and an improvement of signal to distortion ratios of up to 10%
is achieved at SNR of 0 dB. K-medoid and cosine similarity
based dictionary learning methods lead to better recognition of
the background noise and the speaker. Experiments are also
conducted on cases, where either the background noise or the
speaker is outside the set of trained dictionaries. In such cases,
adaptive dictionary learning leads to performance comparable to
the other case of complete dictionaries.
Index Terms—dictionary, TDCS, SDR, segments, noise source,
speaker, classication, ASNA, segmental SNR, detection, speech
segments
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Audio signals occurring in nature which are generally
of interest to us are a mixture of foreground speech and
background noise like factory or babble noise. Analysis of
these audio signals is useful for acquiring information about
the speaker, background noise environment, location of speech
segments and source separation. Estimation of background
noise helps us to narrow down to the possible geographical
location of the speaker. Other applications include selection
of appropriate noise model for speech enhancement. Speaker
estimation is useful for tracking the person and selecting an
appropriate speaker model for source separation.
Estimation of frame-wise energy of speech source is used
for speech segment detection. These speech segments can
then be processed for further speech analysis and recognition.
We also estimate the segmental SNR and detect the speech
segments in a noisy speech signal.
In the case of when both speaker and background noise are
unknown, the noise can be mapped to the nearest noise and
speaker index, and the model for the same can be used for
separation or enhancement. The model corresponding to the
nearest noise/ speaker index can be adapted using the segments
of the test signal containing noise/ speech only segments.
SNR estimation and location of speech segments gives us the
temporal information of speech/ noise only segments occurring
within an audio signal. So, analysis of audio signals can
be done even though the noise/ speaker components belong
to a unknown set. Identification of background environment
and speaker is useful in other applications like hearing aids
[1], forensics [2] and robotic navigation systems [3]. In this
work, we address the problem of classification and separation
of a mixed audio signal containing multiple speakers and
noises using the concept of dictionary based representation,
block sparsity [4] and sparse non-negative recovery [5]. The
advantage of using dictionary based approach for classification
is that sparse representation using dictionaries can assume
that the signal to be classified may be mixed with noises
whose dictionary is known or can be estimated. However,
conventional methods for classification generally fail when the
signal to be classified is mixed with noises at low signal to
noise ratios.
We propose a novel, rule-based, sparse representation ap-
proach to first identify the type of noises and speakers present
in a mixed audio signal and subsequently separate the speech
and noise signals. We assume the mixed audio signal consists
of speech from two speakers, each in the presence of a specific
type of noise. The objective score of signal to distortion ratio
and improvement in signal to noise ratio (SNR) shows the
speech enhancement achieved.
B. Literature review
Work on audio content analysis and scene classification
has been done by many researchers. Lu et. al. [6] used K-
nearest neighbor and line spectral pairs-vector quantization
to classify audio into speech, music, environmental sound
and silence. Zhang et.al. [7] classified and segmented audio
signal from movies or TV programs using simple audio
features like energy function and average zero crossing rate.
A review of the state of the art in acoustic scene classification
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was done by Barchiesi et.al. [8] while Giannoulis et al. [9]
evaluated 11 algorithms along with a baseline system for scene
classification using a statistical model or majority vote based
classifier. Cauchi [10] did auditory scene classification using
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF).
Lyon [11] explored machinery noise diagnostics while
Shirkhodaie et. al. [12] surveyed acoustic signature classifi-
cation of aircrafts or vehicles. Kates [13] classified noise for
hearing aid applications based on variation of signal envelope
as features. Classification of different kinds of noise and
speech using line spectral frequencies as features was done
by Maleh et. al. [14]. A system using a hidden Markov model
classifier and log-spectral features to classify twenty different
types of sounds was devised by Casey [15]. Matching pursuit
based features were combined with mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients by Chu et. al. [16] to recognize 14 different
environmental sounds. Techniques for stationary and non-
stationary environmental sound recognition was surveyed by
Chachada et. al. [17]. Malik [18] estimated the amount of
reverberation and background noise variance using a statistical
technique.
Sparsity based speaker identification using discriminative
dictionary learning was done by Tzagkarakis et. al. [19] while
non-negative matrix factorization for feature extraction was
explored by Joder et. al. [20].
Machine listening research to solve real world problems
in perceptual computing was explored by Malkin [21]. Our
paper addresses some components of machine listening like
classification and separation of multiple speakers and noises
in a mixed audio signal.
A dictionary is a collection of vectors called as atoms learnt
from the feature vectors of a large training data. Given a
test feature vector expressed as a linear combination of these
atoms, source recovery is the method of estimating weights
corresponding to these atoms.
Representation of audio signals as a linear combination
of non-negative dictionary atoms is shown for audio source
separation [22]–[24], recognition [25]–[27], classification [28],
[29] and coding [30], [31]. Dictionary learning (DL) method
by random selection of features from the training data is done
in [5]. K-means clustering has been used for DL by [32]. The
relation between DL and vector quantization was shown by
[33] . A probabilistic model of the features has been used by
Olshausen [34] and Lewicki [35] for DL . Engan et al. [36]
performed DL using dictionary update method (minimization
of mean square error) and sparse coding using orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP) [37] or focal underdetermined system
solver (FOCUSS) [38]. Recursive least squares dictionary
learning (RLS-DLA) [39], K-SVD [40], simultaneous code-
word optimisation (SimCO) [41] and fast dictionary learning
[42] are other DL algorithms. DL and source recovery methods
have been used for classification of objects in images by
learning class-specific dictionaries [43]. Shafiee et al. [44] have
used three different DL methods to classify faces and digits
in images.
Some source recovery algorithms are Matching pursuit [45],
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [37], basis pursuit [46],
focal underdetermined system solver (FOCUSS) [38] and
active-set Newton algorithm (ASNA) [5] . DL and source
recovery methods have been used for classification of objects
in images by learning class-specific dictionaries [43].
We have used the active-set Newton algorithm (ASNA)
[5] algorithm for source recovery in the testing phase. The
benefits of this algorithm are that the it returns non-negative
weights and can handle non-stationary signals like speech. The
training phase for the classification problem is DL from var-
ious speaker/ noise sources where different dictionary atoms
encompass the variation in the spectral characteristics.
Girish et. al. [47] classified the speaker and noise type using
sparse representation in the case of a single speaker and noise.
This paper deals with segments containing multiple noises and
speakers, and estimates all the speakers and noises embedded
in the mixed audio signal. Also, this paper uses additional
dictionary learning methods and separates speech and noise
sources. In addition, we deal with unknown speaker and noise
sources using adaptive dictionaries.
C. Contributions
The major contributions of this paper are: (1) Simulating
audio signals containing a concatenation of multiple noises,
with speech from different speakers mixed with each type of
noise, (2) Block sparsity and concatenated dictionary based
classification of multiple speech and noise sources in a mixed
audio signal, (3) A rule based divide and conquer approach to
segment and classify multiple noise segments, (4) Using high
energy frames along with relatively higher average weights
corresponding to speaker dictionaries with respect to that
of noise dictionary for speaker classification (3) Exploring
different dictionary learning methods for classification and
separation of audio signals, (5) Adaptive update of noise
and speaker dictionaries and a novel generalized algorithm
to update dictionaries using noise and speech only parts
of the noisy speech signal and evaluating improvement in
performance.
II. DICTIONARY LEARNING METHODS
A dictionary is defined as a matrix D ∈ IRP×K (with P
as the dimension of the acoustic feature vector) containing K
column vectors called atoms, denoted as dk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K . Any
real valued feature vector, y can be represented as y ≈ Dx,
where x ∈ IRK is the vector containing weights for each
dictionary atom. The vector x is estimated by minimizing
the distance dist(y,Dx), where dist() is a distance metric
between y and Dx such as L2 norm or Kullback-Leibler (KL)-
divergence [5]. In case the dictionary D is overcomplete, the
weight vector x tends to be sparse.
Dictionary learning is the method of constructing the dic-
tionary D, given the training features for each source. All the
atoms of the dictionary are normalized to unit L2 norm. In this
paper, we use dictionary learning methods which learn non-
negative dictionary atoms, since non-negative training features
are used and we want to avoid negative representation of
features.
Threshold dependent cosine similarity based dictionary
learning (TDCS) proposed in [48] is used apart from random
selection and clustering based methods for dictionary learning.
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In TDCS, each dictionary atom is selected such that it is as
uncorrelated as possible to the rest of the atoms belonging to
the same as well as other sources. The correlation between a
pair of atoms dn,dj is measured using the cosine similarity
as:
cs(dn,dj) = d
T
ndj/(||dn||||dj ||) (1)
Two types of cosine similarity measures are used: (a) within-
class cosine similarity (within-CS) defined as csw(dn,dj),
dn,dj ∈ Dk, n 6= j where Dk is the dictionary for a specific
source; and (b) between-class cosine similarity (between-CS)
defined as csb(dn,dj), dn ∈ Dk, dj ∈ Dm, k 6= m.
For each source, the dictionary atoms are learnt such that the
cosine similarity between the atoms is below a set threshold,
chosen based on the desired performance. A randomly selected
feature vector, denoted as yr, is taken as the first atom for
the first source, d11 . The rest of the atoms are learnt by
random selection of the feature vectors (excluding features
already selected as atoms): tth feature, yt, is selected as the
nth atom, d1n of dictionary D1 if the maximum of within-CS,
max
j
csw(yt,d
1
j), j < n (similar to coherence in [54]) is less
than a threshold Tw.
The selection of dictionary atoms is stopped once the
number of dictionary atoms reaches a pre-decided number NA.
In case NA atoms are not obtained, additional features, which
do not satisfy the within-class threshold Tw, are appended in
the order of increasing max csw.
To learn dictionaries for subsequent sources, atoms are
learnt using an additional constraint: yt is selected as the
nth atom dkn for the kth dictionary Dk, if max csb(yt,dhj ),
dhj ∈ Dh, h < k, 1 ≤ j ≤ NA is less than a threshold Tb.
The threshold Tw ensures that atoms within the same source
dictionary are as uncorrelated as possible, while Tb ensures
that atoms from different source dictionaries are maximally
uncorrelated. Lower the values of the thresholds Tw and Tb,
greater is the uncorrelatedness between the dictionary atoms.
The TDCS algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. For the
sake of simplicity, the algorithm does not show the appending
of additional dictionary atoms when NA atoms could not be
obtained.
Algorithm 1: Dictionary learning using TDCS
1: Initialize: Dictionary index k = 1; Dk = d1
1
= yr;
Atom index n = 2; set Tw and Tb.
2: repeat
3: Extract N number of features denoted as yt, 1 ≤
t ≤ N from the kth source.
4: repeat
5: If n > 1, find the maximum of within-CS, mi
as:
max(csw(yt,d
k
j ) ∀ j = 1...n− 1)
6: If k > 1, find the maximum of between-CS, mI
as:
max(csb(yt,d
h
j ) ∀ j = 1..NA, h < k)
7: if mi ≤ Tw and mI ≤ Tb (for k > 1) then
8: Assign randomly selected ft as the nth atom:
dkn = yt and append to the dictionary: Dk = [Dk dkn]
9: n = n+ 1
10: end if
11: until n > NA
12: k = k + 1; n = 1
13: until All source dictionaries are learnt
end
The following five dictionary learning methods have been
used in this paper :
1) Random selection of features: Features randomly picked
up from the training set using a uniform distribution are
assigned as the dictionary atoms.
2) K-means clustering: K-means clustering [49] using Eu-
clidian distance measure, where K is the number of
atoms and normalized means are used as the dictionary
atoms.
3) K-medoid clustering : This is performed using the algo-
rithm proposed by Park et.al. [50] and the K medoids
are used as the dictionary atoms.
4) TDCS-0.9: TDCS algorithm with the intra and between-
class thresholds as Tw = 0.9, Tb = 0.9
5) TDCS-0.8: TDCS algorithm with the intra and between-
class thresholds as Tw = 0.8, Tb = 0.8
Figure 1 shows the percentage distribution of number of
dictionary atom combinations as a function of within-cosine
similarity and between-cosine similarity. It is seen in Fig.
1 (a,c) for noises and female speakers that TDCS using a
threshold of Tw = 0.8, , Tb = 0.8 has higher number of
atoms combinations with low cosine similarity.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The test time domain noisy signal, s[n] is simulated as a
concatenation of two noisy speech signals, s1[n] and s2[n].
Each si[n], i ∈ 1, 2 is simulated as a linear combination of a
speech, ssp[n] and a noise source, sns[n] as
si[n] = ssp[n] + sns[n] (2)
Both the speaker and noise sources for the two noisy speech
signals are different and are constrained to belong to a specific
set of speaker and noise sources. So, s[n] contains two differ-
ent speakers and noise sources, each noise segment containing
speech utterance by a single speaker. The first noise segment
contains a male speaker and second noise segment contains
a female speaker. The common occurrence of these type of
test audio signals are telephonic conversations where the two
speakers are in a different noise environment.
Figure 2 shows the concatenated noise sources in (a), con-
catenated clean speech utterances from two different speakers
in (b) and the mixed audio signal as a linear combination of
(a) and (b) at a SNR of 0 dB. The transition from babble noise
to f16 noise and the boundaries of the speech segments are
depicted in the figure.
Given the mixed audio signal, we find the instant of
transition from one noise to another and classify the noises.
Within each noise segment, we estimate the speaker source and
separate the speech from noise. We also estimate the possible
regions containing the speech segments. The approach and the
algorithms used for the same are described in the following
subsections.
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Fig. 1: Percentage distribution of number of dictionary
atom combinations across within-class cosine similarity and
between-class cosine similarity for (a) two noises; (b) two
male speakers; and (c) two female speakers.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of two noise sources, two speaker sources
and the mixed audio signal at a SNR of 0 dB.
A. Feature extraction
Frames of 60 ms duration are extracted with a shift of
15 ms from the training set of speaker and noise sources.
Features are extracted as the magnitude of the short-time
Fourier transform of these frames using a Hanning window.
For dictionary learning, features having very low relative
energy (0.001 times) compared to the average energy of the
features are removed. It is to be noted that all the features
and dictionary atoms are non-negative as we require a non-
negative representation during classification and separation
stage. Dictionaries for all the sources are learnt separately by
the five dictionary learning methods as given in Sec. II using
K(= 500) number of atoms. Features for each speaker and
noise source are extracted separately and the corresponding
dictionaries are built. The dictionaries for Nsp speaker and
Nns noise sources are denoted as Disp, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nsp and
Dins, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nns, respectively.
B. Noise segmentation and classification stage
In a test audio signal, the class of noise source is constant
across various frames over a significant span of time as the
noise class may not change unless the speaker is traveling.
So, we follow a top down approach of classifying and seg-
menting a test utterance. For practical purposes, accumulated
classification is more realistic than frame-wise classification.
Initially, a frame-wise assignment of noise classes is done,
then assuming a constant noise source across the whole test
signal, and then recursively dividing the test utterance into
multiple segments, segment level classification is performed. It
is assumed that at least 2 seconds of signal will have the same
noise. The frame-wise class label is assigned based on sum of
cosine similarity for each dictionary using a block sparsity
[51] based approach [47]. The steps for noise classification
using this approach is enumerated in Algorithm 2 . A divide
and conquer approach is proposed by recursively dividing the
frames into two equal parts until 90% of the component frames
are classified as same class or the number of component frames
corresponds to less than 2 seconds. All the segments are then
assigned to two classes based on a rule based approach. In the
case where 90% of frames are not classified as same class, ten
lowest energy frames within the segment are used to classify
the segment. The reasoning behind using ten lowest energy
frames is that in case the noise segment contains speech,
the silence frames of speech (which have low energy) can
be used for noise classification [47]. The exact transition
instant is arrived at by refining the approximate transition
frame. Although the algorithm assumes that the signal consists
of two consecutive noise segments, it can be generalized to
the segmentation of a signal containing multiple noises and
transitions. The estimated noise classes are mˆ1, mˆ2 and the
estimated transition frame is it.
Algorithm 2: Noise segmentation and classification
1: Nns is the number of noise source dictionaries, and
clab = [] are the estimated class labels initialized as
null.
2: Find the frame-wise energy as E(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for
n number of features.
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3: Find the frame-wise sum of cosine-similarity of each
feature yi for each dictionary Dj as
scs(i, j) = ||DTj yi||1 (3)
4: Sort the scs(i, j) in decreasing order in each row so as
to get the initial estimate of noise indices corresponding
to the highest cosine similarity as mxs.
5: DIVIDERECURSIVE(mxs, 1, n)
6: Find the transition indices tran where change of esti-
mated noise indices clab occurs
7: if Number of elements of tran > 1 then
8: Assuming only two noise classes are present within
the whole test signal, find two noise classes mˆ1, mˆ2
which have the maximum occurence in clab.
9: Find the centroid of the indices corresponding to the
noise classes mˆ1, mˆ2 in clab as centmˆ1 , centmˆ2 .
10: for All the segments between transitions, tran do
11: Find the absolute differences between the
centroid of the present segment, centseg and
centmˆ1 , centmˆ2 as distmˆ1 , distmˆ2 .
12: Update the class labels of the present segment
as the index mˆ1 or mˆ2 corresponding to minimum of
distmˆ1 , distmˆ2
13: end for
14: end if
15: Noise classification: The estimated noise classes are
mˆ1, mˆ2, and initial estimate of transition frame is
iinit = index(change of clab)
16: iinit is refined using the initial frame labels mxs
17: Noise segmentation: Find the final transition frame
within +/-1 second of iinit around which there is equal
distribution of mˆ1, mˆ2 within a 2 second duration as it.
18: The exact transition instant can be obtained from the
mid-point of it frame in time domain.
19: function DIVIDERECURSIVE(mxs, a, b)
20: Select a subset of the indices as indsel = mxs(a :
b)
21: Find the percentage occurrence of selected noise
indices indsel among all the noise classes as pocc
22: If the highest percentage occurrence to a particular
noise class j is greater than 90% i.e.
23: if max(pocc) ≥ 90 then
24: Update the estimate of the class labels as clab(a :
b) = j return
25: else if (b − a) ≤ nf2 (nf2 is number of frames
corresponding to 2 seconds) then
26: Sort the subset of frame energies E(a : b) and
pick set of indices i10 corresponding to the ten lowest
energy frames [47]
27: Find the noise index j having the highest occur-
rence among indsel(i10)
28: Update the estimate of the class labels as clab(a :
b) = j return
29: end if
30: Assign m = a+ b
2
31: DIVIDERECURSIVE(mxs, a,m)
32: DIVIDERECURSIVE(mxs,m+ 1, b)
33: end function
end
C. Classification of speakers
Given the estimated noise sources, and the transition frame
it, the next task is to estimate the speaker corresponding to
the utterance within each noise segment. The algorithm for
speaker classification is explained in Algorithm 3.
The test feature y is approximated as the linear combination
of the dictionary atoms from the estimated noise source,
Dmˆins and the concatenated dictionary of speaker sources
[D1sp....DNspsp ]. Since speech segment occurs for a short dura-
tion and consists of silence, unvoiced and voiced regions, we
use only those features having higher energy (30% of the total
number of features, y) for speaker classification. As speech
is non-stationary and noise further corrupts it, the speaker
index is determined by comparing the weights estimated in
the representation:
y ≈ [D1sp....DNspsp Dmˆns][xT1 ...xTNspx
T
mˆi
]T = Dx (4)
The weight vector, x is estimated by minimizing the dis-
tance dist(y,Dx) using ASNA [5], where dist() is the KL-
divergence between y and Dx.
minimize
x
KL(y||yˆ), yˆ = Dx s.t. x ≥ 0 (5)
x is constrained to be non-negative and sparse by ASNA
algorithm.
A measure Sum of Weights (SW) for each of the selected
features y is defined as the absolute sum of elements of
xk, 1 ≤ k ≤ Nsp ,
SWk = ||xk||1 (6)
The features used for speaker classification are further
constrained by comparing the sum of weights corresponding
to the noise dictionary SWmˆi and the average SWk scaled
by a factor, fac = 4 corresponding to speaker dictionaries
for each of the selected features. The reasoning is that the
frames having approximate SNR below -12 dB are neglected
for speaker estimation. It is observed that we achieve an
improvement of around 20% for male and 10% for female
speaker classification accuracy using TDCS-0.8 dictionary
method at 0 dB SNR by constraining the features used. Figure
3 shows the number of features constrained expressed as a
percentage of selected frames as a function of SNR using
different dictionary types for male and female speakers. It is
observed that as SNR increases more number of features are
used and the percentage is nearly a linear function of SNR
from 0 to 20 dB. So, lower number of features are desirable for
speaker classification if the SNR is low. Also, it is seen that
female speakers have higher percentage which means relative
weights corresponding to speakers are higher for females. The
speaker sources are estimated as the indices nˆ1, nˆ2 as given
in steps 9, 10 in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Speaker classification
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1: Given the estimated noise sources mˆ1, mˆ2 , divide the
n features into two sets y1 = yi s.t. 1 ≤ i ≤ it and
y2 = yi s.t. (1 + it) ≤ i ≤ n.
2: For each set of yj , j ∈ [1, 2], find the frame-wise
energy as E(i).
3: Pick 30% of features having highest energy, E(i).
4: Find the weights recovered using ASNA algorithm as
in Equation 4 for each of the features picked up in the
previous step.
5: The sum of weights, SWk corresponding to each dic-
tionary index k is found as in Equation 6.
6: Calculate the sum of weights corresponding to the noise
dictionary as SWmˆi .
7: Find the set of frame indices, indst for which SWmˆi <
fac×
∑
k
SWk
Nsp
, fac = 4.
8: In case number of elements of indst is very low,
corresponding to less than around 700 ms, increment
fac until we get adequate indst.
9: Find the total sum of weights using frame indices indst
as TSW ik =
∑
SWk, ∀ y = y
j
i , i ∈ indst.
10: Estimate the speaker index as nˆi = argmaxk TSW ik.
end
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Fig. 3: Percentage of ’high energy frames’ employed by the
algorithm (chosen based on relative weights of speech and
noise atoms) for speaker classification, plotted as a function of
input SNR in dB. 30 % of estimated speech frames with energy
higher than the rest are considered as high energy frames
D. Speaker and noise dictionary update
A novel algorithm to update speaker and noise dictionaries
is proposed. It is a generalized algorithm which works with
any dictionary learning algorithm. In the case of a test signal
containing noise or speech only segments, the corresponding
features are used to update the estimated noise / speaker
source dictionary. The intuition behind this method is that
even though the dictionary for a particular source is not a
good representation, it can be considered as the base dictionary
which we update using the test signal itself. It is also useful
when the test signal is of short duration or it varies with
time. Algorithm 4 illustrates the dictionary update algorithm
in which a concatenation of the old dictionary and the test
features [D Y] is used to update the dictionary as Dupdat.
Algorithm 4: Dictionary update
1: Given an input dictionary D and the test features Y
2: Update the dictionary D as Du = f([D Y]), where f()
is any dictionary learning algorithm like K −means
end
E. Separation of speech and noise signals
The estimated noise indices mˆ1, mˆ2 and speaker indices
nˆ1, nˆ2 are used to recover the noise and speaker compo-
nents of the test features using a concatenated dictionary,
D = [Dmˆins Dnˆisp]∀ i = 1, 2 and recovery algorithm ASNA
similar to eqn. 5. The test features are divided into y
1
, y
2
corresponding to the first and second parts using the estimated
transition frame index it. The estimated features yˆi and the
noise and speech component yˆins, yˆ
i
sp are
yˆi = [Dmˆins Dnˆisp][xTmˆi x
T
nˆi
]T (7)
yˆins = Dmˆins xTmˆi , yˆ
i
sp = DnˆispxTnˆi (8)
The speech component in the time domain ssp[n] is re-
constructed using the estimated yˆisp and phase of the mixed
audio signal using overlap and add method as sˆsp[n] . The
corresponding noise signal is estimated as sˆns = si[n]−sˆsp[n].
1) Measures for quantifying separation performance : The
following measures are used to evaluate the performance of
speech and noise separation:
• Signal to distortion ratio (SDR) [55] between the original
and the estimated speech signal is defined as:
SDR = 20 log10
||ssp[n]||2
||ssp[n]− sˆsp[n]||2
(9)
SDR quantifies the deviation of the separated speech
signal from the original signal; higher the SDR, better
is the separation performance.
• Error in segmental SNR: For segments in the mixed
signal, where speech is present, estimated segmental SNR
is defined as the ratio of the total energy of the estimated
speech to noise features in decibel, while the original
segmental SNR uses the original features extracted from
the ground truth speech and noise signal:
SNRe = 10 log
||yˆisp||22
||yˆins||22
(10)
SNRo = 10 log
||ysp||22
||yns||22
(11)
The error in the estimate of SNR is given by eSNR =
SNRo−SNRe . Mean of the absolute value of the eSNR
and the standard deviation of the eSNR are used as the
measures to quantify the performance of the algorithm.
It is to be noted that SDR and error in segmental SNR
are computed only for the regions/ frames, where speech is
present.
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F. Detection of speech segments
Figure 4 shows the plot of frame-wise energies for the
original, estimated and mixed audio signal features and speech
segments in the mixed audio signal, at the SNR of 0 dB. The
speech features are estimated using dictionaries of randomly
selected features of the estimated speaker and noise. It is seen
from the figure that high energy frames contain speech, since
voiced regions in the speech have high energy peaks. In case
the noise has almost non-varying energy, local maxima are
high in the speech segments. This distinguishes the maxima
in the speech and noise frames using a k-means clustering
algorithm to extract the significant maxima corresponding to
the speech region . The algorithm used for extracting the
speech segments is given in Algorithm 5 [47]. Two values of
k, namely 2 and 4 are used as the number of clusters. Figure
4 shows the local maxima and the clusters corresponding to
the highest centroid as black squares and red stars. It can be
seen that the cluster elements lie within the speech segments.
It is to be noted that the clustering is carried out independently
on the first and second parts partitioned at the estimated noise
transition frame of 732.
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Fig. 4: Illustration of detection of speech segments
Algorithm 5: Detection of the speech segments
1: Extract local maxima of the frame energies.
2: Do k-means clustering of the local maxima using the
initial centroids as equally distributed between the max-
imum and minimum of the local maxima.
3: Pick the elements of the cluster corresponding to the
highest centroid value and assign them as cluster(k)
which may correspond to the voiced segments of the
speech.
end
Miss Rate and False alarm rate [47] are used as the measures
for the detection of the speech segments:
• Miss rate (MR): Percentage of number of speech
segments, which do not encompass any element of
cluster(k) with respect to the total number of speech
segments.
• False alarm rate (FAR): Percentage of number of
cluster(k) which are outside the speech segments with
respect to the total number of cluster(k).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section describes the speaker and noise databases used
and the training and test setup.
A. Databases used
For noise sources, all the 15 noises from the NOISEX
database [52] have been used. The first 20 seconds of each
noise is used for testing and the rest for training. For speaker
sources, ten male and ten female speakers are randomly
selected from dialect 5 of the training set of the TIMIT
database. The first eight utterances from each speaker are
used for training; the rest two are used for updating dictionary
and testing. Table I shows the list of noise sources and male/
female speakers used in this work.
B. Testing setup
A mixed audio signal is simulated by concatenating two
different noise sources such that the transition instant is
between 9 and 11 seconds and the total duration is 20 seconds.
A test utterance from a male speaker is added to the noise
source in the first part, and from a female speaker to the second
part at randomly selected locations at SNR’s of -10, 0, 10 and
20 dB. The minimum separation between speech utterances is
constrained to be 2 seconds. It is to be noted that our approach
is independent of the gender of the speakers used in both parts
of the test signal. Male and female speakers used in first and
second part is only to get results on both male and female
speakers separately.
Two different noise sources are randomly chosen for the
first and second part such that all the noise sources are used
in each part. The speaker classes are selected such that all the
ten combinations are different and all male / female speakers
are used. So, 15× 10 combinations of mixed audio signal are
used for testing at different SNR’s.
For testing our classification and separation performance
using ground truth and updated dictionaries, we have four test
cases using different combinations of dictionaries.
1) Complete speaker and noise dictionary : The test mixed
audio signal is tested using all the noise and speaker
dictionaries, and the separation is achieved using the
identified noise/ speaker dictionary.
2) Ground truth speaker and noise dictionary: The ground
truth speaker and noise dictionaries are used to evaluate
the separation performance.
3) Out of set noise sources: The test mixed audio signal
is tested using all the noise dictionaries except for the
two dictionaries corresponding to the noise sources used
in the test signal and all the speaker dictionaries. So, by
pruning known noise dictionaries, the test signal is tested
against out of set / unknown noise sources and known
speakers. The results reported using this case show the
robustness of our method given unknown test noises.
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4) Out of set speaker sources: The two dictionaries corre-
sponding to the speaker sources used in the test audio
signal are removed from the training set for classification
and separation. This case shows the robustness of our
method given unknown test speakers.
The out of set noise and speaker dictionaries used in the
test cases (3, 4) give the estimated speaker and noise source
indices. These dictionaries corresponding to the estimated
source indices are updated using the dictionary update method
in Sec. III-D. For noise dictionary update, it is assumed that
the features corresponding to noise only region is known and
the same is used to update the estimated noise dictionary. For
speaker dictionary update, features from the utterance not in
the training / test set is used to update the estimated speaker
dictionary. Results on speaker classification and separation
performance are reported both before and after dictionary
update using (estimated) out of set and updated dictionaries.
TABLE I: Noise and speaker sources used
Noise sources Speaker sources (TIMIT)
babble Male Female
buccaneer1 megj0 fsag0
buccaneer2 mrkm0 fmpg0
destroyerengine mwch0 fsdc0
destroyerops mgsh0 fsms1
f16 mjpg0 fdtd0
factory1 mrew1 fbjl0
factory2 mfer0 fcdr1
hfchannel mwsh0 fdmy0
leopard mdhl0 flmk0
m109 mmcc0 fbmh0
machinegun
pink
volvo
white
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for noise and speaker classification, detection of
noise transition instant, SDR, error in SNR, miss rate (MR)
and false alarm rate (FAR) are reported in this section. The
five dictionary learning methods used are (1) random selection,
(2) K-means, (3) K-medoid, (4) TDCS-0.9 and (5) TDCS-
0.8. All the results given below are averages over all the
combinations of speakers and noises for male and female
speakers separately, unless otherwise mentioned. It is to be
noted that although we report separate results for male and
female speakers, the test audio signal is tested against all
twenty speaker dictionaries (both male and female) for speaker
classification stage.
Table II shows the overall noise classification accuracy at
various SNR′s in the presence of utterances from male and
female speakers separately. Random, K-means and TDCS-0.8
give the same accuracies for male and female speakers, so it is
shown as a single value. All the noises are correctly classified
except for machine gun noise which is mostly misclassified as
volvo noise, which reduces the accuracy to 93.3%. K-medoid
gives the best accuracy for female speakers, while TDCS-
0.9 gives the best accuracy for male speakers. In the case of
TDCS-0.8, factory1 is also misclassified as pink noise, which
reduces the accuracy to 86.67%.
TABLE II: Noise classification accuracy using the five dictio-
nary learning methods at SNR of -10, 0, 10 and 20 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8
Male Female Male Female
-10 dB 93.33 93.33 98.00 99.33 98.67 99.33 86.67
0 dB 93.33 93.33 97.33 100.00 99.33 98.00 86.67
10 dB 93.33 93.33 98.67 99.33 99.33 96.67 86.67
20 dB 93.33 93.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.67 86.67
Table III shows the overall speaker classification accuracy
using the complete noise and speaker dictionaries, out of set
noise dictionaries, updated noise dictionaries, and when the
right speaker is within the top three speakers (based on TSW ik
in Algorithm 3) at various SNR’s using the five dictionary
learning methods. It is seen that top three using complete gives
the best accuracy across all the cases. So, it helps in narrowing
down to top three speakers, and other approaches can be used
to classify the speaker among the top three.
TABLE III: Speaker classification accuracy using the complete
noise / speaker dictionaries (Complete), out of set noise dic-
tionaries (Unknown) and updated noise dictionary (Updated)
and complete within top three speakers (Comp - Top 3) on
male and female speakers for various dictionary methods at
SNR values of -10, 0, 10 and 20 dB
(a) SNR= -10 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete 25.33 29.33 27.33 27.33 21.33 22.00 26.67 18.00 22.00 18.67
Unknown 16.00 12.67 14.67 12.67 14.00 11.33 14.00 8.00 13.33 10.67
Updated 29.33 30.00 29.33 29.33 19.33 21.33 27.33 18.00 23.33 22.00
Comp - Top 3 42.00 50.00 46.67 50.67 39.33 48.67 38.67 42.00 39.33 40.00
(b) SNR= 0 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete 67.33 63.33 72.00 58.00 57.33 48.67 57.33 26.00 74.67 65.33
Unknown 43.33 49.33 42.67 44.67 38.67 36.67 36.00 23.33 45.33 35.33
Updated 70.00 60.67 76.67 60.67 55.33 44.67 56.67 25.33 74.67 60.67
Comp - Top 3 86.00 90.67 88.00 80.67 80.00 72.00 74.67 69.33 92.00 91.33
(c) SNR= 10 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete 86.67 78.67 98.00 75.33 78.67 70.00 79.33 34.00 96.00 72.67
Unknown 83.33 76.67 92.00 72.67 78.00 68.67 78.67 32.67 92.00 72.00
Updated 88.00 80.00 96.67 72.67 79.33 70.67 78.00 35.33 98.00 76.00
Comp - Top 3 100.00 99.33 100.00 88.67 100.00 86.00 97.33 82.00 100.00 98.67
(d) SNR= 20 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete 100.00 80.00 100.00 72.67 100.00 76.67 90.00 40.00 100.00 88.00
Unknown 100.00 80.00 100.00 72.67 100.00 76.67 90.00 41.33 100.00 86.00
Updated 100.00 80.00 100.00 74.67 100.00 78.00 90.00 40.67 100.00 87.33
Comp - Top 3 100.00 100.00 100.00 92.00 100.00 89.33 100.00 85.33 100.00 100.00
It is seen that random selection and K-means give the
best speaker classification accuracy at SNR= -10 dB while
other methods do not degrade much, relatively. TDCS-0.8
gives the best accuracy at all SNR’s due to the variability
of speech features requiring a low value threshold on cosine
similarity measure, except for SNR= -10 dB . At an SNR of 20
dB, TDCS-0.9 gives low accuracy for female speakers while
lowering the threshold Tw, Tb to 0.8 increases the accuracy to
around 90%. Unknown noise using out of set noise dictionaries
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gives lowest accuracies while using an updated dictionary
gives similar accuracies as the complete dictionaries. It is seen
that male speakers have accuracy higher than female speakers,
and we get 100% for male speakers at SNR= 20 dB. This may
be due to the low pitch frequency of male speakers with the
harmonics concentrated in the low frequency regions, which
may not be corrupted with noise.
Noise classification accuracy is better at a threshold of 0.9
while speaker classification is better at 0.8. Thus, selection of
appropriate threshold is necessary.
Table IV shows the mean absolute and standard deviation
of error (in seconds) in the detection of noise transition instant
for various SNR’s. It is seen than TDCS-0.9 gives the lowest
mean absolute and standard deviation of error of 0.16 seconds
at SNR= -10 dB, while there is a slight increase of error with
increase in SNR.
TABLE IV: Mean absolute error and standard deviation of
error (in seconds) in the detection of noise transition instant,
for various SNR’s and dictionary learning methods
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD
-10 dB 0.20 0.28 0.21 0.34 0.25 0.42 0.16 0.24 0.22 0.28
0 dB 0.20 0.29 0.22 0.34 0.25 0.42 0.17 0.26 0.23 0.28
10 dB 0.21 0.29 0.22 0.34 0.26 0.43 0.19 0.28 0.24 0.30
20 dB 0.21 0.29 0.22 0.35 0.25 0.42 0.18 0.27 0.23 0.29
Figure 5 shows the variation of SDR in dB using the
five dictionary methods evaluated on complete dictionaries
(Complete), ground truth dictionaries (Ground), out of set
noise (OS noise), out of set speaker dictionaries (OS speaker),
updated noise (Upd. noise) and updated speaker dictionary
(Upd. speaker). It is seen that using Ground givesthe best SDR
while using OS noise dictionaries gives the lowest SDR. Upd.
noise dictionary gives SDR comparable to Complete test cases.
Using OS speaker results in the lowest SDR at a SNR of 20
dB due to high speech energy. It is observed that using OS
speaker does not degrade SDR much as compared to Complete
at other SNR’s. Average improvements of SDR over SNR of
-10, 0, 10 and 20 dB are 11, 9, 6 and 3 dB, neglecting the
worst case using OS noise. The variation of SDR is not much
across the different dictionary methods.
Figure 6 shows the variation of mean absolute error (MAE)
while Fig. 7 shows the standard deviation of error (STD) for
different dictionary learning methods and test cases similar to
Fig. 5. It is seen that for male speakers, MAE and STD for up-
dated noise and updated speaker dictionary cases outperform
other cases at all SNR’s for male speakers. OS noise results
in the worst performance over all test cases giving an MAE
of around 15 dB at -10 dB. Also, we get MAE and STD of
around 2 dB as the best over all the test cases.
Table V shows the miss rate (MR) while Table VI shows
the false alarm rate (FAR) in percentage for the five dictionary
methods and four test cases for the choices of number of
clusters k = 2 and 4. It is observed complete and ground truth
dictionaries achieve poor performance at SNR of -10 dB even
though these test cases give better results on other measures.
It may be due to the few high noise energy segments at low
SNR’s. At high SNR’s, it is seen that MR is almost negligible
and zero for 10, 20 dB SNR except for OS noise test case.
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Fig. 5: Plots of SDR for input SNR’s of (a) -10, (b) 0, (c)
10 and (d) 20 dB using test cases as complete dictionaries
(Complete), ground truth dictionaries (Ground), out of set
noise (OS noise) , out of set speaker (OS speaker), updated
noise dictionary (Upd. noise) and updated speaker dictionary
(Upd. speaker). Dictionary learning methods are denoted by
DL1: Random, DL2: K-means, DL3: K-medoid, DL4: TDCS-
0.9, DL5: TDCS-0.8.
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Fig. 6: Plots of mean absolute error (MAE) between the
original and the estimated segmental SNR for input SNR of
(a) -10, (b) 0 , (c) 10 and (d) 20 dB. Notations are the same
as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7: Illustration of standard deviation of error (STD) be-
tween the original and the estimated segmental SNR. Notations
are the same as in Fig. 5.
It is seen that high FAR is obtained at -10 dB SNR due to
the high variability in the energy of some of the noises like
machine gun. Using k = 4 improves the FAR by 10-20 %
while it degrades MR by around 2- 15%. FAR is zero at high
SNR’s while it is less than about 10% at 0 dB SNR. FAR is
the highest for OS noise test case at a SNR of -10 dB.
A. Comparison with previous work
The results presented are not directly comparable to other
methods in the literature since the test cases simulated in
this paper are unique and novel. A few of the results are
compared indirectly here. Joder et. al. [20] reported a speaker
classification accuracy of 98.9 % for eight speakers with
clean speech, while we achieve 100% accuracy for male
speakers and 88% for female speakers using TDCS-0.8 method
at SNR= 20 dB SNR. Rose et. al. [56] proposed speaker
identification in noise using Gausssian mixture models for 16
speakers and 10 seconds segments reporting a accuracy of 79.9
% at 10 dB SNR while we get average accuracy of 80% tested
against 20 speakers at 10 dB in the presence of babble noise.
On white noise, [56] reported 68.8% accuracy while we get
90% accuracy at 10 dB SNR. So, we achieve a comparably
higher speaker classification accuracy even though we do not
know the location of the speech segments. Loizou [53] per-
formed speech enhancement and reported an improvement in
segmental SNR in speech with speech-shaped noise of around
5 dB at 0 dB SNR while we achieve a high SDR of around
10 dB at 0 dB SNR, which is equivalent an to improvement
of 10 dB. Mohammadiha et.al. [57] did unsupervised speech
enhancement based on Bayesian formulation of NMF reported
SDR of around 5.5 dB at 0 dB SNR while we reported SDR
of around 9 dB using our methods in all test cases except for
OS noise case.
TABLE V: Miss rate (MR) for the detection of speech using
different dictionary methods on Complete, Ground, OS noise
and OS speaker test cases. Only OS noise test case is shown
for 10 and 20 dB as MR is zero for all other cases.
(a) SNR= -10 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete k=2 12.00 1.33 12.00 0.00 12.00 3.33 9.33 3.33 11.33 1.33k=4 14.67 5.33 15.33 8.00 19.33 18.00 20.00 8.00 17.33 8.67
Ground k=2 10.67 2.00 10.00 2.00 12.67 4.00 12.00 2.00 10.67 2.67k=4 14.67 8.67 13.33 9.33 16.67 16.00 20.67 6.67 13.33 5.33
OS noise k=2 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 2.67 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 4.67k=4 6.67 9.33 6.00 11.33 9.33 10.67 8.67 14.00 11.33 16.00
OS speaker k=2 10.67 0.67 9.33 0.00 11.33 4.00 11.33 2.67 9.33 2.67k=4 14.00 6.67 14.00 8.00 21.33 15.33 20.00 8.00 16.67 8.67
(b) SNR= 0 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete k=2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00k=4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.00
Ground k=2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00k=4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
OS noise k=2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.67k=4 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.33 0.00 1.33 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.33
OS speaker k=2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00k=4 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00
(c) SNR= 10 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
OS noise k=2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00k=4 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.33 0.00 1.33 0.00 1.33 0.00 2.67
(d) SNR= 20 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
OS noise k=2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00k=4 0.00 2.67 0.00 1.33 0.00 1.33 0.00 2.00 0.00 2.67
TABLE VI: False alarm rate (FAR) for the detection of speech
segments using different dictionary methods on Complete,
Ground, OS noise and OS speaker test cases. Only OS noise
test case is shown for 10 dB, and no cases for 20 dB as FAR
is zero for all other cases.
(a) SNR= -10 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete k=2 48.99 33.36 50.94 36.23 50.78 33.77 41.24 31.16 49.21 39.58k=4 27.42 24.10 31.19 20.96 41.67 28.57 35.94 17.73 36.87 29.75
Ground k=2 35.28 25.60 40.89 24.40 46.20 28.61 37.15 27.34 33.67 24.13k=4 25.00 15.33 23.08 14.51 32.75 20.85 27.68 14.67 19.92 15.56
OS noise k=2 53.78 49.45 53.85 48.72 55.95 49.75 53.80 47.91 53.88 49.77k=4 36.15 30.97 35.62 34.74 36.50 36.88 34.55 34.54 34.99 30.97
OS speaker k=2 47.60 33.02 49.45 36.97 49.70 33.09 40.79 31.93 49.62 39.39k=4 28.25 24.63 30.12 20.85 40.38 29.10 34.72 18.61 36.90 27.66
(b) SNR= 0 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Complete k=2 7.85 4.66 9.76 4.33 6.02 0.45 4.46 0.00 10.99 6.43k=4 1.11 0.00 2.15 1.08 1.71 0.00 1.14 0.00 2.16 0.37
Ground k=2 5.00 0.36 5.24 0.09 5.15 0.52 6.00 0.26 5.13 0.09k=4 1.62 0.00 2.05 0.00 2.20 0.00 1.67 0.00 1.63 0.00
OS noise k=2 0.17 2.91 0.57 3.86 0.39 3.77 0.19 1.81 0.53 6.83k=4 0.00 3.65 0.00 1.82 0.00 4.42 0.00 1.49 0.00 4.48
OS speaker k=2 9.23 6.90 11.67 6.98 5.28 0.10 7.07 0.00 13.94 8.01k=4 3.07 0.79 1.20 0.00 1.70 0.00 1.21 0.00 4.32 0.39
(c) SNR= 10 dB
Dictionary Random K-means K-medoid TDCS 0.9 TDCS 0.8Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
OS noise k=2 0.00 2.98 0.00 2.41 0.00 3.24 0.00 2.16 0.00 3.10k=4 0.00 3.23 0.00 1.87 0.00 1.84 0.00 1.13 0.00 4.09
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel approach is proposed for the classification and
separation of mixed audio signals commonly occurring in tele-
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phonic conversations. Since mobile communication is prolific
nowadays, our approach can be used for tracking of speaker/
noise sources and noise adaptive speech enhancement using
sparse representation based methods. We have shown how
updation of dictionaries using parts of the test signal itself
improves the classification and separation performance. As
a future work, we plan to use machine learning techniques
to learn discriminative dictionaries so as to classify multiple
classes of noise and speech signals, and mixed audio signals.
Using discriminative dictionaries may classify the various
components in a mixed signal like language, speaker, gender,
music and noises in a more generic way.
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